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Policy Administration
Agents / Inhouse / Responsive Web / Custom App
If your distribution is via outside agents, we can expose a broker portal such
that only their policies are available and allow only endorsements that you
desire each to be able to perform. Otherwise convenient in-house web based
applications are provided, as well as a responsive external customer selfservice portal. We also provide a customized app for your customers to
manage their policy to the extent that is desired according to your corporate
philosophy.

Multi-Product
Automobile (both standard and non-standard), home/rental/condo and life
insurance are all supported within our framework.

Policy Edition Difference Display
We can display a clear list of what aspects of a policy was altered between one
policy version and any other edition of the policy.

Out of Sequence Endorsements
Instead of having to roll back endorsements when mistakes are made, we can
rate and insert out of sequence changes between other endorsements
according to your specific rules and desired limitations.

Renewals and all policy versions in one place
Your entire history with each customer, along with all documents and
accounting transactions for each customer event are displayed in a simple and
clear list in one central location.
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About AIT
Origin
AIT was created to provide all of the internal software needs for a
startup automobile insurance operation that has grown from
inception to over $200M in annual written premium using our
sales, policy administration, premium finance, kiosk automation,
and claims handling applications. This foundation regarding the
use of our applications to gain competitive advantage for a
successful startup should provide comfort for any new customers
considering our products.
Approach
From the very beginning we designed our applications to be both
efficient and generic so that they would be perfect not only for our
early adopting insurer, but also be able to be easily configured for
new clients in their own specific environments.
Principals
The executive and technical management of AIT all have 20+
years in building efficient and successful insurance systems from
scratch that have demonstrated industry leading success and
performance.
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